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Chapter I
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. Why did Jim Hawkins write this story?
2. Why did the captain spend his time at the guest house in his room
     or walking on the cliffs?
3. Why did Jim’s father never ask the captain for more money?
4. Why was the captain angry with Dr Livesey?
5. Why didn’t the captain attack Dr Livesey?
6. Why didn’t Jim know who Black Dog was?
7. Why did the captain collapse after the fight with Black Dog?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False

1. Many people stayed at the guest-house.

2. The captain had a scar on his right cheek.

3. The captain was afraid of meeting any seaman.

4. The captain drank too much beer.

5. Dr Livesey was a judge.

6. Black Dog was the captain’s friend.

7. The doctor allowed the captain to drink one 
alcoholic drink a day.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

even        when        that        than        much

1. I remember him looking around the room .............. my father had 
offered him.
2. He was so afraid of the captain that he never asked him for more 
money, .............. after his gold coins were long gone.
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3. The captain went back to his seat like a beaten dog and it was 
.............. calmer in our guest-house for some time.
4. .............. he saw the captain coming back, he jumped back and hid 
behind the door.
5. He’s bad, but the others are worse .............. him.

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. My name is Jim Hawkins and it was with me that the .............. story 
started.
a) all b) whole c) every d) total
2. He had a white sword cut .............. his right cheek.
a) along b) through c) across d) down
3. They had to listen to the terrible stories he .............. about his sea 
adventures.
a) told b) spoke c) said d) asked
4. We were .............. he had money in his sea chest but we never saw it 
open.
a) unsure b) known c) sure d) uncertain
5. If so, I have only one thing to tell you, sir, if you drink more rum, 
.............. there will be one dirty scoundrel less in the world.
a) now b) soon after c) later d) soon
6. I was alone downstairs .............. the captain’s breakfast.
a) doing b) preparing c) setting up d) taking
7. They asked me to .............. them rum and then sent me back to the 
kitchen.
a) bring b) make c) carry d) pass
8. The captain .............. won this battle but he didn’t look good himself.
a) noticeably b) unfortunately c) unluckily d) clearly

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

about        after        at        at        for        in        in        into        out        under

1. I still remember very clearly how the brown, old seaman first came 
to live .............. our roof.
2. One day the captain took me aside and offered me a silver coin every 
months .............. keeping my eyes open for a seaman with one leg.

3. My father was worried that soon we would have no customers 
.............. all, but he was a weak man, and ill too.
4. If you do anything now, or ever I hear anybody complain .............. 
you, I’ll find you and put you .............. prison immediately.
5. The captain came .............. the room and went straight to the table.
6. Soon they were fighting and throwing chairs and tables .............. anger.
7. Fortunately, Dr Livesey came into the guest-house .............. that 
very moment.
8. But for the next few days I had no time to look .............. for any 
seamen or look .............. the captain much.

F. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

silent
avoid
dead
terrible
start
ill
calm
loudly
towards
shout

alive
angry
away
finish
healthy
meet
noisy
quietly
whisper
wonderful

G. Complete the words in these sentences. 

chest        terrible        anger        medicine        funeral        cut        
nervously        attention        scoundrel        guest-house

1. The pirates eventually found the treasure _ _ _ s_ hidden in a cave. 
2. Your homework is just not good enough, in fact it’s _ _ _ r_ _ _ _ .
3. I didn’t mean to hurt you. It was said in a moment of  _ _ g_ _ .
4. My wife insists that I take  _ _ _ i_ _ _ _ for the flu even though it 
makes no difference.
5. Many relatives cried at the _ _ _ _ _ _ l of my mother as they listened 
to her favourite piece of classical music.
6. I knew instantly that he had been in a fight as he had a  _ _ t and 
some bruising around the left eye.
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7. The local hotel was fully booked but we managed to stay at a near by 
_ _ _ _ _ - _ o_ _ _ .
8. He opened the exam paper _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l_ . He closed his eyes took 
a deep breath and looked at question one.
9. Robert! Stop talking to Paul and pay _ _ t_ _ _ _ _ _  to what I’m 
saying.
10. I don’t trust him – he’s a no good dirty _ _ _ _ _ _ r_ _ .

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 L
2 I

3 V
4 E

5 S
6 E

7 Y

1. not making a sound
2. the person in charge of a ship
3. to stay clear of someone in order not to be seen
4. a sailor
5. gold, silver, diamonds, etc.
6. the part of your face that is below your eye
7. cross

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

beard        cheek        chin        coffin        epitaph        
fireplace        floor        forehead        grave        lips        

mourner        roof        stairs        table        undertaker        

In the House Face Funeral

J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. Every day, he asked if we .............. any seamen around.
a) was seeing b) has seen c) had been seeing d) had seen
2. My father was worried that soon we .............. no customers at all.
a) had b) were having c) will have d) would have
3. If you .............. more rum, soon there will be one dirty scoundrel less 
in the world.
a) drink b) will drink c) drink d) are drinking
4. I told him I .............. any Bill, and that the table was for the captain.
a) didn’t know b) knew c) had known d) hadn’t known
5. They asked me .............. them rum and then sent me back to the 
kitchen.
a) bring b) to bring c) bringing d) brought

K. Choose the correct form

1. My name is Jim Hawkins, and it was with me that the whole story 
starts / started.
2. At first we thought that he missed other sailors, but soon we 
understood that he was really trying to avoid / avoiding them.
3. He had already drunk / already drank a lot that day and was singing 
loudly.
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4. Jim’s mother only took what Billy Bones owed.

5. Jim and his mother hid on the bridge behind the 
guest-house.

6. The pirates knew who had taken the map.

7. Captain Dance chased the pirates to the beach.
8. Jim had been to the squire’s before.

9. The money was evenly distributed in three places 
on the island.

10. The doctor decided that they would all go to find 
Flint’s treasure.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

after      all      so      still      straight      till      too      while

1. It was the day .............. the funeral when the old blind man appeared. 
2. I was .............. frightened to protest and we went straight upstairs. 
3. I have time .............. ten o’clock to save my life.
4. We have to take the money that the captain .............. owes us. 
5. My mother fainted under the bridge and I nearly did as well, I was 
.............. afraid.
6. Pew wanted to escape but made a mistake and ran .............. under 
one of the horses’ hooves.
7. I ran to him and told him my story .............. his men ran after the 
pirates.
8. The doctor carefully opened the packet and we found the map of an 
island with .............. the hills and bays drawn.

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. He knocked with his .............. on the inn door.
a) stick b) staff c) branch d) pole
2. When the captain saw us .............. in, his face suddenly changed.
a) went b) enter c) come d) approach
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4. When he saw the captain came / coming back, he jumped back and 
hid behind the door.
5. He examined the captain and told me that he just had / had just had 
a stroke.

L. Complete each sentence with the correct form of the words from 
the box.

understand      anger      prepare      avoid      calm

1. The meal was great but, unfortunately, there was a .............. over the bill.
2. She picked up the plate and threw it .............. at the wall. 
3. The .............. for the surprise party went according to schedule. 
4. There will be .............. delays today due to road works. 
5.He .............. placed the note on the counter and smiled at the bank 
cashier. 

Chapter 2
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. Why did the old blind man grip Jim’s hand so that he couldn’t move?
2. What was the black spot?
3. Why did Jim’s mother take the money from the chest?
4. What did Pew and the seaman want from Billy Bones?
5. How did the old blind man die?
6. Why did Captain Dance ride to the inn?
7. Why is the doctor afraid of the squire?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False

1. The old man threatened the boy.

2. Billy Bones died before he received the death threat.

3. The key to the chest was on Billy Bones’ body.
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F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

honest       whispered      counted       grip       bushy      packet      
precise      informed      tongue      fainted

1. Pew’s body will not be released until his relatives have been _ _ _ _ 
r_ _ _.
2. Pew wouldn’t loosen his _ _i _  on Jim’s hand until he took him to see 
Billy Bones.
3. He’s to be trusted. He’s never cheated or lied to me. He’s an _ o_ _ 
_ _
man.
4. Patrick _ _ _ _ _ e_  from 1 to 20 before he searched for the others.
5. She felt weak and dizzy standing in the crowd. Her knees began to 
buckle and she _ _ _ _ t _ _ .
6. A squirrel has a _ _ _ h_  tail.
7. Who finished the _ _ _ _ _t  of biscuits last night?
8. The _ _ _ _ i_ _  location of Flint’s treasure wasn’t known by 
anybody except Billy Bones.
9. The soup Jim prepared was too hot and the squire burnt 
his _ o_ _ _ _ .
10. He _ _ i_ _ _ _ _ _  quietly into Jill’s ear so that nobody else could 
hear.

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

dirty
strength
find
afraid
safe
bring
open
show

clean
close
dangerous
fearless
hide
lose
take away
weakness
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3. It sounds easy now, but at first it took us a lot of .............. to find the 
key to the chest.
a) seconds b) moments c) hours d) time
4. We found a lot of coins in the chest but they came from around the 
world and my mother had to count how much they were .............. in 
English pounds.
a) valued b) worth c) exchanged d) calculated
5.All the men ran away, .............. from Pew who wanted to escape but 
ran straight under Captain Dance’s horse.
a) together b) apart c) separately d) as one
6.I would like to get Flint’s map to a .............. place.
a) harmless b) insecure c) not dangerous d) safe
7. In this packet here should be a map .............. shows us how to find 
Flint’s treasure.
a) who b) where c) which d) what
8. There is one man I am afraid of and it’s you because you can’t 
.............. your tongue.
a) hold b) keep c) grip d) maintain

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

away      back      beside      from      in      of      on      out

1. ‘Now, boy, take me to the captain or I’ll break your arm,’ he 
whispered .............. a cold, ugly voice.
2. The paper was blackened .............. one side.
3. We ran .............. and hid under the bridge behind the guest-house.
4. All the pirates ran ............... to the beach where their ship was 
anchored.
5. We took my mother to the village and went .............. to the guest-house.
6. The pirates took all the money .............. the chest, but I think I have 
the thing they wanted most.
7. Well, Squire, you have heard .............. this Flint, I think.
8. There were three red crosses on the map .............. one of them it 
was written: ‘Most of the treasure here.’
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2. I have time till ten o’clock .............. my life.
a) to save b) being saved     c) saving d) to be saved
3. We .............. to the village for help, but first we have to take the 
money that the captain still owes us.
a) are going to run                                 b) will run 
c) are running                                   d) will be running
4. It got darker and darker and she .............. .
a) still counts                                   b) was still counting 
c) still counted                                   d) is still counting
5. I  .............. the Squire so near.
a) never had seen   b) never saw        c) had seen never d) had never seen

K. Choose the correct form

1. I was too frightened to protest / protesting and we went straight 
upstairs.
2. Just then we heard three men to run / running into the guest-house.
3. By the time they reached the beach, the pirate ship was already 
going / had already gone.
4. As Mr. Dance was telling / had told the story, the Squire became 
more and more interested.
5. Of course he had lots of money! Those pirates looked / were 
looking for his money!

L. Complete each sentence with the correct form of the words from 
the box.

care       dead       invite       business       strength

1. Be .............. where you put the medicine. Make sure the children can’t 
get it. 
2. There was a .............. silence in the room.  
3. I was sent an .............. to my cousin’s wedding.  
4. Sorry, I’m ............... I’ll deal with it later.  
5. Jim couldn’t move because Pew had a .............. grip of his arm. 
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H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 C
2 A

3 P
4 T

5 A
6 I

7 N

1. metal money
2. someone who robs at sea
3. what you write, paint or draw on
4. a small round coloured area
5. a simple drawn plan that shows you how to get somewhere
6. table, bed, sofa, wardrobe, etc.
7. a ceremony for burying dead people

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

coin       curly       earn       hoove       note       pound       saddle       
save       short       straight       tail       wavy

Money Hair Horses

J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. As I .............. him my hand, he gripped it with such strength that I 
couldn’t move.
a) had given b) was giving        c) gave d) had been giving
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4. I was still .............. as excited when after two days, me and Tom 
arrived in Bristol. 
5. He was tall and strong, and he hopped .............. on his one leg as 
quickly as any other man on two.
6. We told them the .............. story and we all agreed there was nothing 
we could do about Black Dog getting away
7. I don’t know about the ship ..............….., I have to see her at sea.
8. But .............. I can see that all the men know more than me.
9. You can’t imagine how excited I was ................reading the squire’s 
letter.
10. I agree .............. Silver but I can’t say Smollet is a good man

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. I bought the best ship you .............. imagine named ‘Hispaniola’.
a) must b) shall c) will d) can
2. But as it turned .............. , he proved to be very useful as he knows all 
the seamen in Bristol.
a) in b) out c) away d) from
3. We had breakfast with him and .............. the squire sent me with a 
message to John Silver’s inn.
a) soon after b) when c) before d) after
4. As we were walking, he told me .............. interesting stories about 
the ships we saw.
a) any b) many c) many of d) much
5. ..............  we got to the squire’s room, Dr Livesey was with him.
a) as b) then c) while d) when
6. I think it is better to .............. you the truth. I don’t like the men and 
I don’t like this voyage.
a) ascertain b) tell c) state d) say

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

with       by       on       for       for       in       about       out       from       back

1. At first it was difficult to find men but later everybody wanted to 
help me when they found .............. we sailed for treasure.
2. I couldn’t say no, as I felt sorry .............. him.

Chapter 3
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. How were Dr Livesey’s suspicions about the squire confirmed?
2. Why did the squire employ Long John Silver as a cook?
3. Jim didn’t think that Long John Silver was the one-legged sailor 
mentioned by Billy Bones. Why?
4. Why doesn’t the Captain like the voyage?
5. Who do they think blabbed the information about the location of 
Treasure Island?
6. What request did the captain make to the squire, the doctor and 
Jim?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False

1. Long John Silver is a pub landlord.

2. Harry chased Black Dog because he was a pirate.

3. Jim thought Long John was a dishonest man.

4. The doctor trusts the squire’s judgement of men.

5. The captain is unsure if he likes the ship yet.

6. When the captain was employed, nobody knew 
about it.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

around       both       about       now       quite       after       
several       whole       yet       just       

1. I had stayed with the squire’s old servant, Tom Redruth, for .............. 
weeks when we got a letter to Dr Livesey from Bristol. 
2. As I don’t know whether you are at home or still in London, so I’m 
writing to .............. places. 
3. We met .............. by accident and began a conversation.
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G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

absent
busy
catch
difficult
leave
perfect
straight
sure
trust

drop
easy
enter
free
imperfect
indirectly
present
suspect
unsure

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 R
2 E

3 D
4 R

5 U
6 T

7 H

1. a butler is one
2. something you must not tell
3. 3 + 4 = 7
4. stop somebody speaking by speaking to them or by distracting them
5. be in control of a business
6. not believe
7. all

17

3. So come quickly and bring Tom Redruth and young Hawkins 
.............. you.
4. Has Mr Trelawney not told you ..............the pirates?
5. When Harry came .............. without Black Dog, Silver was so angry 
that I had no doubt at all that he was an honest man.
6. Everyone .............. board by four o’clock today!
7. To be opened ..............Tom Redruth or Jim Hawkins if the Doctor is 
absent.
8. It was clear that the squire liked all the sailors apart .............. the 
captain.
9. I became the captain of this ship ................ secret.
10. I hear from my men we’re looking .............. treasure.

F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

absent       voyage       conversation       message       
contrary       imagine       board       hop       precise

1. It’s time we had a serious _ _ _ v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  about your behaviour 
at school.
2. Sorry, I’m not in at the moment. Can you leave a 
_ _ _ _ _ g_  after the beep?
3. Why were you _ b _ _ _ _  this morning? We contacted your mother 
and she was surprised that you weren’t at school.
4. The _ _ _ a_ _  across the Atlantic can often be long and arduous.
5. I need to know the _ _ _ _ _ _ e location of the football stadium. I 
know its close but I just can’t find it.
6. Can you _ m _ _ _ _ _  what it would be like when we have that 
treasure in our hands?
7. I thought the FCE exam would be difficult but I found it the 
_ _ _ _ r_ _ _ .
8. ‘Are the passengers on _ _ _ _ d yet?’ said the ship’s captain.
9. Ian tried to _ o _ on his good foot while the trainer held on to him.
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2. The captain seemed to be angry with everything on board and was 
soon to tell / telling us why for we had hardly got down into the cabin 
when he came in and said.  
3. Captain, are you trying to tell / telling us there will be mutiny?
4. I don’t know who has this map, but I ask you, to keep / keeping it 
secret from me and my officer
5. All night everyone was busy to prepare / preparing things for the 
voyage.

L. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the word in brackets.

imagine       converse       precise       prepare       argue

1. This story leaves very little to the .............. .  
2. During our .............. , I discovered that Long John Silver is wealthy and 
also married.  
3. Look at the .............. of these 18th century architectural drawings. 
It’s incredible how accurate they are.  
4. Long John Silver actively helped in the .............. for this voyage. 
5. The doctor didn’t want there to be an .............. between Captain 
Smollet and the squire.  

Chapter 4
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. Why do people become pirates?
2. Who was the honest man who became a pirate?
3. Why was Jim frightened of getting out of the barrel once Silver,
     Israel and Dick had gone to the kitchen?
4. What was Captain Smollet’s plan?
5. Why did the captain allow Silver and the seaman to go ashore?
6. Why did Silver have to kill Tom?
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I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

remember       forget       saucepan       cutlerly       cabin       stove       
anchor       recall       sails       cutlery       remind       mast       chef

Ship Cook Memory

J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. The poor man ..............one leg but .............. to go to sea again as a 
cook.
a) is losing / wants  b) has lost/ wanted 
c)lost/ has wanted  d) loses / is wanting
2. He ........................ the other pirates I had seen.
a) looked not like  b) didn’t looked like
c) hadn’t look like  d) didn’t look like
3. I hear from my men that we ........................ for treasure.
a) have been looking b) are being looked 
c) are looking  d) had looked
4. I hate secret treasure voyages, but especially when the secret 
.............. .
a) has been blabbed b) has blabbed 
c) will be blabbed  d) will blab
5. I .................... you and I ..................... as you desire.
a) will hear / have done b) have heard / will do 
c) hear / do  d) have heard / do

K. Choose the correct form

1. I was afraid that he might be the same person that Billy Bones was 
talking / had been talking about.
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2. The squire made sure that all the men were happy and in .............. 
health.
a) good b) weak c) well d) poor
3. But there were only .............. apples left at the bottom.
a) few b) a little c) not many d) a few
4. The man started to speak and I recognised Silver’s .............. .
a) speech b) voice c) expression d) tone
5. You can’t .............. my horror when I heard that.
a) picture b) imagine c) invent d) bream
6. We must make a plan to .............. our lives.
a) recover b) salvage c) rescue d) save
7. When we finally .............. anchor, all the men were tired and irritated.
a) cut b) dropped c) released d) fell
8. Our boat .............. the beach first.
a) arrived b) accessed c) reached d) got

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

across       away       back       beside       towards       
around       back       behind       of       without

1. I woke up when someone sat .............. the barrel and put his elbow 
on it.
2. When I get .............. from this voyage I’ll be a gentleman.
3. I understood that Silver had just made a pirate .............. an honest 
man.
4. I heard a great rush of feet .............. the deck.
5. They probably think they can find the treasure .............. the map.
6. But I think that he’ll explain his plan to them and bring them 
.............. in the evening calm as sheep.
7. I ran as fast as I could .............. the trees.
8. I hid .............. a tree and listened.
9. And the brave seaman turned .............. and started walking back to 
the beach.
10. As silently as I could, I began to move .............. .
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B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False

1. The parrot was named after a famous pirate.

2. The squire wanted the seamen to be content and 
healthy.

3. The squire was not apologetic to the captain.

4. The doctor knew that Jim had gone on the island.

5. Jim was able to get away from Long John.
6. Tom could have been one of the captain’s allies.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

before       easy       honest       like       whenever       
drop       exactly       how       still       which

1. The crew looked happy but it was .............. to see that they didn’t 
like the captain very much.
2. And you could hear it too; this parrot really knew .............. to swear!
3. It was also his idea to have a big barrel with apples for everyone to 
take one .............. they liked.
4. ‘But what if you die on this voyage?’ asked another voice .............. I 
recognised as the youngest man on board.
5. But the ones that get back home live .............. kings.
6. I would prefer to sail with him half-way home .............. killing him.
7. But I was .............. too afraid to get out of the barrel.
8. There are faithful men but we don’t know ..............who they are.
9. The next morning we had to pull the ship around the island, as there 
was no wind, to find a safe place to .............. anchor.
10. Why can’t you live an .............. life?’

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. She has .............. with many pirates in her life.
a) swam b) voyaged c) sailed d) cruised
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H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 S
2 M
3 O
4 L

5 L
6 E

7 T

1. ground near a river that is always wet
2. to have a mental picture of something
3. a feeling of fear and shock
4. part of the arm where it bends
5. to make something understandable by giving information about it
6. to think that something will happen
7. work to be done

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

crutch       gun       can       sword       bottle       wheelchair       
arrow       box       carton       knife       pistol       barrel 

Containers Weapons Disability Aids
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F. Complete the words in these sentences.

mutiny       treated        horizon       anchor       laughed       
safe       slip       crutches       conversation       scape

1. I do not like being _ _ _ _ _ _ d with disrespect. You can come and 
see me after the lesson.
2. The joke was so funny that he _ a_ _ _ _ _ out loud.
3. Even though the children were missing for three days they were 
eventually found _ _ f _  and sound.
4. Having a _ _ _ v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  with Long John convinced Dick in to 
becoming a pirate.
5. As the pirates gazed at the island on the _ _ _ _ _ o_ , they thought 
about what they would do with their new found wealth.
6. We dropped  _ _ c_ _ _ in a small bay and took the rowing boats 
ashore.
7. Jim decided to _ l_ _   into one of the boats and explore Treasure 
Island without telling anyone.
8. Captain Smollet suspected there would be a _ _ _ _ n_  if he didn’t 
do something to ease the tension.
9. When I broke my ankle, I needed _ _ u _ _ _ _ _  to get around.
10. Jim was able to _ _ _ _ _ e  by running into the forest and being 
quicker than them.

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

agree
ally
attack
faithful
few
full
laugh
mad
pull

cry
many
differ
disloyal
enemy
push
empty
defend
sane
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J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. I .............. to sit with him in the kitchen and we laughed at his old 
parrot.
a) would often went b) used often to go 
c) would often go  d) often go
2.There was always .............. food and drink for everyone.
a) lots of b) much c) a lot d) many
3. While everyone .............. at the island on the horizon, I .............. 
into the doctor’s ear.
a) looked / was whispering b) was looking / would whisper 
c) was looking / whispered d) would look / was whispering
4. We .............. time until this treasure .............. found.
a) have / will be  b) have / is 
c) may have / will be d) would have/will be
5. When the captain .............. the men they .............. the afternoon on 
the island, they all looked much happier.
a) told / have  b) told / could have 
c) told / can have  d) told / could have had

K. Choose the correct form

1. They all liked Long John and they treated him as / like the second 
captain.
2. I decided to go / going to the island with them.
3. You’ve killed Allan, have / haven’t you?
4. When I looked again, Silver stood / was standing with his crutch 
under his arm and cleaned / was cleaning his knife with some grass.
5. When I was sure he couldn’t hear me any more, I started to run faster 
than I have / had ever run before.  

L. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the word in brackets.

expect       exact       irritate       see       distance

1. Hearing Long John talk about mutiny, was quite .............. for Jim. 
2. Jim didn’t know .............. when he woke up in the barrel but he was glad 
he did.  

3. The pirates found the captain very .............. .  
4. Jim managed to get out of the barrel and go on deck ..............  .  
5. Suddenly there was the sound of a .............. pistol firing and loud 
scream.   

 
Chapter 5

A. Answer the following questions.  

1. Why did Jim feel safer even though he noticed that someone 
watching him?
2. How did Ben Gunn come to live on the island?
3. Did Ben Gunn know where the treasure was?
4. How did Ben know Long John?
5. Why did Flint kill the six seamen?
6. How did Ben Gunn spend his time on the island?
7. Who had made the log-house?
8. How did Ben know that Jim’s friends were in the house?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False

1. Jim didn’t trust Ben Gunn.

2. It was Flint who left Ben Gunn on the island.

3. When the cannonball landed near them, Jim ran to 
the bay.

4. They were in the house without a healthy supply of 
food.

5. Tom Redruth couldn’t be found.

6. Long John wanted to tell them his conditions for 
their freedom.
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E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

from       off       without       through       on       
over       in       around       about       for

1. I stopped to look .............. and saw someone jumping behind a tree
2. I remembered I had a gun .............. me and felt a little braver.
3. His clothes were made .............. old ship’s canvas and old sea cloth.
4. I decided to tell him the predicament which we found ourselves 
............... .
5. Each day the men got angrier and, eventually, went on board 
.............. me.
6. So, three years I’ve fended .............. myself and most of that time 
was spent with one matter.
7. We saw a big stout log-house with the English flag flying .............. it.
8. Here he was interrupted a cannonball came crashing .............. the 
trees and landed near us.
9. We then ran .............. in different directions.
10. Captain Silver, sir, wants to talk .............. peace.

F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

conditions       patted        canvas       punishment       
kneely       stout       besides       truce       reckon

1. In the olden days, tents and sails were made from _ _ n_ _ _ .
2. They say that the _ _ _ _ _ h_ _ _ _  should fit the crime, but did Ben 
Gunn deserve to be marooned?
3. We were _ _ e_ _ _  aware that one false move and we would be in 
dead trouble.
4. He _ _ _ t_ _  the dog on the head several times to show his 
approval.
5. _ _ _ _ d_ _  being a cook, Long John was also a pirate and a 
landlord.
6. Long Jon’s crutch needed to _ _ o_ _  to support his weight.
7. Jim didn’t _ _ _ _ o_ Long John was a pirate because of his 
appearance and manner.
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C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

buried       might       out       after       locked       
would       alone       during       too       find

1. It was a cruel punishment used by pirates - to leave a man .............. 
on a desert island with only a gun and some powder. 
2. I’ll make a man ..............  of you, Jim.
3. He’s the cook and the pirates’ leader ..............  .
4. I was on Flint’s ship when he ..............  the treasure on this island.
5. You can stay here and .............. Flint’s money for yourself.
6. We ..............  try to get on board when it’s dark.
7. ‘No,’ said Ben. ‘Silver ..............  fly the Jolly Roger, the pirate’s flag.’
8. Then I told them my story and soon .............. I was fast asleep.
9. Perhaps Ben Gunn had visited the pirates ..............  the night.
10. But we got to the house and .............. ourselves in.

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. .............. I thought it was an animal, but then I saw it was a man.
a) In the beginning  b) At first 
c) To start with  d) At the beginning
2. But there are .............. of Flint’s men on board, which is very bad for us.
a) any  b) none 
c) much  d) some
3. Do you think your squire will .............. me kind if I help you?
a) treat b) make c) handle d) do
4. Three years ago I was on another ship and we ..............…. this island
a) watched b) sighed c)looked d) pictured
5. Then I saw the pirates breaking .............. the captain’s little boat.
a) through b) out c) in d) up
6. Early the next day, I was woken up .............. men shouting.
a) with b) as c) by d)like
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I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

whisper       nod       wink       jog       scream       
run       wave       cry       march

Walking Speaking Gestures

J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. .............. down the hill, I heard small stones .............. behind the 
trees.
a) to run / falling  b) running / falling 
c) running / to fall  d) to run / to fall
2. I’d give anything for .............. good English cheese.
a) any b) much c) some d) little
3. If we .............. the pirates here we .............. men on board anyway.
a) leave / will need  b) leave / need 
c) will leave / will need d) left / will need
4. What .............. with your flag of truce?
a) are you wanting  b) do you want
c) are you want  d) do you wanting
5. If you .............. an honest man, you .............. inside now.
a) was / would be  b) wold be / were 
c) are / wold be  d) were / wold be

K. Choose the correct form

1. I was terrified and suddenly I remembered all that I ever heard / had 
ever heard about cannibals.
2. When it got dark and the ship’s cannons stopped to fire / firing I 
went back to the wooden house.
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8. Long John failed to negotiate a _ r _ _ _ with the captain.
9.  Ben Gunn’s _ _ _ d_ _ _ _ _ _  for helping the squire was the 
assurance that he would be taken on board on the return voyage.

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

add
brave
break
kind
lucky
remember
stay
strong

forget
coward
unfortunate
cruel
weak
depart
repair
subtract

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 B
2 E

3 N
4 G

5 U
6 N
7 N

1. a person who eats human flesh
2. causing pain and suffering
3. left on a desert island
4. a piece of material with a particular design, which can be attached to 
a pole
5. a deep loud noise
6. a large gun on a ship
7. try to manage without help
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4. Jim didn’t believe in anything that Israel Hands said.

5. Israel had the knife from the previous night.
6. Jim killed Israel.

C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

when       suddenly       in the end       in the begining       
whatever       of that moment       just then       as soon as

1. .............. Silver disappeared, we started getting ready for the battle.
2. ............... victory was ours but we had lost the squire’s old servant.
3. .............. there were seven of us and nineteen of them. Now it’s eight 
of them and five of us.
4. .............. I did, the sea was moving the boat in the opposite direction.
5. ............... I woke up, it was already hot.
6. .............. , the Hispaniola changed direction and I heard her hitting 
Gunn’s boat.
7. .............. I heard something moving behind me. I turned round.
8. In the horrid pain and surprise .............. , I fired my pistol

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. But of these, one was evidently more frightened than hurt, for he got 
up and instantly disappeared .............. the trees.
a) through b) among c) out of d) between
2. But there are five that will never run .............. .
a) over  b) once more 
c) again  d) another time
3. I was lucky because the sea was taking me in the right direction 
.............. I didn’t do anything.
a) in spite of b) however c) despite d) even if
4. If so, maybe I could get on .............. and sail her to another beach.
a) deck b) ship c) board d) port
5. There were also two people lying on the deck, both covered 
.............. blood.
a) in b) from c) of d) out
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3. When they saw I had gone with the pirates, they worried / were 
worried.
4. When we saw this house, we thought that it would be a good place 
to defend us / ourselves against the pirates.
5. When the pirates saw us return / returning to the beach, they 
started firing at us. They sank the boat with food and guns on board.

L. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the word in brackets.

terrify       punish       direct       interrupt       explode

1. The experience of being followed was ............... for Jim. 
2. ‘An eye for an eye’ – the Old Testaments view of .............. .  
3. When the cannonball landed near them, Jim ran off in the .............. of 
the beach.  
4. The mobile phone is an annoying .............. in the classroom.  
5. The fire brigade are investigating an .............. that destroyed a farm 
house near Oxford.  

Chapter 6
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. In the initial attack, how many pirates were killed?
2. What did Jim plan to do with the Hispaniola?
3. Jim changed his plan. Why?
4. What happened to Ben Gunn’s boat?
5. Why did Israel Hands need Jim and vice versa?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False
1. Captain Smollet was seriously injured.

2. Mr Blandly was expecting the ship to return on a 
certain date.

3. Jim was able to row to the ship. 
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6. I could see he was in .............. but he could move and he wanted to 
kill me.
a) hurt b) ache c) pain d) sore

E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

back       in       like       of       of       on       out       out       through       up

1. The Captain placed us strategically around the house and told us to 
fire .............. sight.
2. He was on his feet .............. a crack and instantly disappeared among 
the trees.
3. It sounded ............... a good idea.
4. I was very proud .............. myself and wanted to go back and tell my 
friends all about it.
5. Now there was no way .............. for me.
6. Mr Hands, I’ve come to take control .............. this ship.
7. Israel moved towards the dead man and took a large knife .............. 
of his hand and hid it in under his own coat.
8. Jim took .............. one of the pistols from his pocket and squeezed 
the trigger ... but it didn’t fire.
9. Hands was all in pain, but he didn’t give .............. and started 
climbing behind me.
10. The knife went .............. my shoulder and pinned me to the mast.

F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

wounded       disappeared       squeezed       paddling       
ashore        panic       pinned       bandage       adrift

1. One of Long John’s men, when fired at, was so frightened that he 
dashed into the forest and _ _ _ _ p_ _ _ _ _ _ amongst the trees.
2. Although _ _ u_ _ _ _ , Israel was still able to climb up the sails.
3. The previous evening, Israel unconscious and so not aware that the 
ship was  _ _ _ _ _ t.
4. _ _ _ _ l _ _ _ the boat proved more difficult than Jim first thought.

5. Jim feared that the ship would be grounded _ s _ _ _ _  once cut 
loose.
6. Jim went into the kitchen to find something to _ _ _ _ _ g _ the cut 
on Israel’s leg.
7. He reloaded the gun, took aim and then _ q _ _ _ _ _ _  the trigger.
8. Jim was in a state of _ _ n _ _  when he realised that the pistol didn’t 
work and Israel was coming towards him with a knife.
9. If Israel hadn’t been injured, he would have _ _ _ _ e _  Jim up against 
a wall.

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

cover
easy
right
sink
strange
strenght
ready
victory

defeat
difficult
uncover
familiar
float
unprepared
weakness
wrong

H. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

skin       heart       touch       bone       lungs       smell       kidneys       
blood       hear       brain       taste       hear       see       muscle       liver

Body Organs Senses
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K. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the word in brackets.

strategy       instant       instinct       appear       load

1. Each lookout was .............. placed so that there were no blind spots. 
2. The old servant didn’t suffer any pain. He died .............. .  
3. Jim ............... grabbed the pistol and fired as the knife pinned him to the 
mast.  
4. The ............... of Ben Gunn never entered into the thoughts of Jim’s 
mind but I bet you’ve been thinking about it! 
5. After .............. the pistol, Jim turned round and pointed it at Israel 
hands. 
 

Chapter 7
A. Answer the following questions.  

1. Was Jim seriously injured or was it just a flesh wound?
2. Why did the doctor go to Long John hoping for an agreement?
3. What was Jim’s proposition to Long John?
4. Why did the pirates,’ mood change on the trail for the treasure?
5. Why did Benn Gunn pretend to be Flint’s ghost?

B. Say whether the following statements are true of false.

True False
1. Long John accepted John’s proposition of help.

2. The pirates were happy with the doctor speaking to 
Jim.

3. After talking to the doctor, Long John understood 
why he had been given the map.

4. The pirates felt that Long John had lied to them 
about the location of the treasure.

5. They sailed to Africa to inform the authorities about 
the three marooned pirates.

6. Silver was never tried in court.
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I. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. It was in the middle of the night when I  ............................ the 
Hispaniola loose.
a) had finally cut  b) cut finally 
c) finally cut   d) finally had cut 
2. Maybe, I could get on board and sail her to another beach  ...............
............. the pirates wouldn’t be able to find it!
a) which b) that c) who d) where
3. I was sure that they  ............................ all night and had  ...................
......... each other.
a) had been drinking / had then killed b) were drinking / then killed 
c) were drinking / then killed d) had drunk / had then been 
       killing
4. ‘But he ............................ me before we  ............................ ,’ Jim 
thought to himself.
a) doesn’t attack / will land b) won’t attack / land 
c) doesn’t attack / won’t land d) won’t attack / will land
5. We soon found a safe place on another beach and decided  
............................ there.
a) in landing b) to land c) on landing d) to landing

J. Choose the correct form

1. I knew it was wrong to leave my friends but I thought if I can / could 
find Ben Gunn’s boat, it may / might come in useful later.
2. So, I took some bread and two pistols and, when no one looked / 
was looking, I silently left and ran to the beach.
3. It was a smaller boat than / the smallest boat I had ever seen.
4. But / Although to my horror, I found out I couldn’t go back!
5. While / As soon as he thought I was in the kitchen, he moved 
towards the dead man and took the large knife out of his hand
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E. What prepositions are missing from these sentences?

among       back       beside       for       off       off       on       out       out       with

1. But it wasn’t the thought of being pinned to the mast that horrified 
me; it was the idea of falling into the still green water, ............... the 
body of the pirate.
2. I cut  ............... the anchor of the Hispaniola and I killed the men 
aboard her.
3. ‘They want to kill you, Jim’ said Silver when they had left. ‘And 
they’re angry ................ me too.’
4. ‘I promise,’ said I and at that moment Tom Morgan came ............... 
inside and gave Silver a piece of paper.
5. ‘Now, look what I’ve got here!’ said Silver and he took ............... 
Flint’s map from his pocket.
6. I will promise you this though, if we ever get ............... of this wolf-
trap, I’ll do my best to save you.
7. Another half an hour passed and we heard a high, voice singing  
............... the trees in a distance.
8. Merry tumbled head first into the hole and another fell ............... his 
side dead.
9. The other three turned and ran ............... it with all their might.
10. Then with both Ben Gunn and Silver on board we set ............... on 
a short journey to the nearest port in Africa.

F. Complete the words in these sentences. 

ambush       huddled        wade       tumbled       pinch       
radiant       skeleton compass tremble        peace

1. The evenings were cold and the pirates _ _ d_ _ _ _ around the 
campfire to keep warm.
2. The pirates added a _ i _ _ _  of salt to flavour their broth.
3. In order to get on land Jim had to w _ _ _ through the sea.
4. The _ _ _ c_  between the doctor and the pirates was brought about 
by the fact that there was no ship to take them back to England.
5. Ben Gunn’s face was _ _ d_ _ _ _  when he heard that the squire was 
willing to take him back to England.
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C. Complete each sentence with a suitable word from the box.

along       away       ready       altogether       look       together

1. The knife, in fact, had come the nearest in the world to missing me 
.............. .
2. But the log-house was far .............. and when I reached it, it was 
already late 
at night.
3. ‘Where are my friends?’ I asked and tried to .............. brave.
4. ‘Be careful,’ said the doctor. ‘You and Jim keep .............. , and shout 
when you need help.’
5. After the doctor had gone, the pirates started getting .............. for 
the treasure hunt.
6. You’ve known all .............. that there was no treasure here.

D. Choose the best answer a, b, c, or d to complete each sentence.

1. .............. the water settled I could see him lying huddled together on 
the clean, bright sand. 
a) as b) then c) during d) while
2. And at the .............. moment someone grabbed my arm and I heard 
Silver’s voice
a) very b) precise c) same d) certain
3. .............. this boy and his ship, it’s all useless, but with him we can 
start the adventure!
a) with b) as for c) however d) without
4. As a .............. of the peace conditions, he brought some medicine 
for the pirates.
a) conclusion b) part c) rule d) piece
5. ‘Wait!’ said Silver. ‘These bones are not in a .............. position. They 
are telling us were to go!’
a) unusual b) normal c) natural d) odd
6. An hour later ............... me and Silver were safe up the hill in Ben 
Gunn’s cave.
a) together b) both c) individually d) separately
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4. next to
5. a piece of cloth sewn into the trousers for carrying things
6. to behave in a dishonest way in order to get something
7. a person who goes to hospital for help

I. Group the words in the box according to the given categories.

deny       judge       admit       grab       trial       jury       
arrest       accuse       pocket       jail       lawyer

Court Crime Verbs Take

J. Choose the correct form of the verb as seen in the story. 

1. As the water settled I could see him .............. together on the clean, 
bright sand.
 a) lie b) lied c) lying d) lay
2. And at the same moment someone .............. my arm.
a) grabbed  b) grab 
b) grabbing  d) was grabbing
3. Then I sailed her to a place .............. you’ll never find her!
a) which b) that c) where d) why
4. I .................... you now if you ..................... to save me later in court.
a) am saving / promise b) will save / are promising 
c) will save / promise d) am saving / will promise
5. We .............. half an hour when suddenly one of the pirates 
screamed.
a) were walking  b) walked 
c) had walked  d) had been walking
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6. The _ _ _ _ _ _ o_ , which once was one of Flint’s men, was placed in 
such a way as to direct the would-be treasure hunter to the treasure.
7. In order to find the way to the treasure, Long John needed a 
_ _ _ _ _ s _. 
8. The singing from the trees caused the pirates to _ _ _ _ b_ _ with 
fear.
9. He was hit. He lost his balance and _ _ _ _ l_ _  over. As he looked 
into the eyes on Long John, he knew his end was near.
10. Along with Ben Gunn, the doctor sat down and planned how they 
were going to _ _ _ _ _ h Long John and his men.

G. Match pairs of words that have opposite meanings.

admit
hold
lie
light
miss
together
useless
part

alone
dark
deny
helpful
release
whole
stand
hit

H. Solve the crossword puzzle.

1 A
2 F

3 R
4 I

5 C
6 A

7 N

1. everybody on this earth belongs to this race
2. to be unconscious for a short time
3. it’s used to lighten up a dark area
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Key
Chapter 1

A. 1. Because the Squire, doctor and the other gentleman had asked him.
 2. To avoid being seen by sailors.
 3. Because he was frightened of him.
 4. Because the doctor was talking to the gardener and not listening to him singing.
 5. Because he was a magistrate.
 6. Because Black Dog introduced himself as the captain.
 7. Because he had a heart attack.

B. 1. F     2. T     3. T     4. F     5. T     6. F     7. F 

C. 1. that     2. even     3. much     4. when     5. than

D. 1. b)     2. c)     3. a)     4. c)     5. d)     6. b)     7. a)     8. b)

E. 1. under     2. for     3. at     4. about, in     5. into     6. in     7. at     8. out, after

F. silent – noisy; avoid – meet; dead – alive; terrible – wonderful; start – finish; 
ill – healthy; calm – angry; loudly – quietly; towards – away; shout – whisper

G. 1. chest     2. terrible     3. anger     4. medicine     5. funeral     6. cut     7. guest – house     
8. nervously     9. attention     10. scoundrel

H. 1. silent     2. captain     3. avoid     4. seaman     5. treasure     6. cheek     7. angry

I. In the house: floor, roof, stairs, table, fireplace
 Face: chin, cheek, lips, forehead, beard
 Funeral: undertaker, grave, coffin, epitaph, mourner

J. 1. b)     2. d)     3. c)     4. a)     5. b)

K. 1. started     2. to avoid     3. had already drank     4. coming     5. had just had     

L. 1. misunderstanding     2. angrily     3. preparation     4. unavoidable     5. calmly
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K. Choose the correct form

1. But it wasn’t the thought of being pin / pinned to the mast that 
horrified me.
2. The blood ran down the faster / fastest but I was my own master 
again.
3. I could only judge that had all died / all had died and I wished that I 
was dead with them.
4. I couldn’t understand why either / neither.
5. When it got light, I saw Dr Livesey came / coming up to the wooden 
house.

L. Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the word in brackets.

board       fright       judge       brave       terror

1. Due to the rough weather a man fell .............. last night.  
2. Long John’s men were .............. when they Flint’s ghost singing.  
3. Knowing that something wasn’t right, Jim made a rash ............... and 
entered the log-house.  
4. Jim .............. confronted Long John and told him that he was the one 
set the ship adrift. 
5. Seeing himself lying next to Israel in the clear blue water .............. Jim.  
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Chapter 3

A. 1. In the letter, the squire says that everybody in Bristol knows about the treasure.
 2. Because he felt sorry for him.
 3. Because he was clean, intelligent and he smiled! Also, he was angry when Harry 

failed to catch Black Dog.
 4. Because the sailors know more about the voyage than him and because it’s a trip 

to find treasure (which everybody knows about)
 5. Squire Trelawney
 6. To keep the location of the map secret.

B. 1.T      2. F     3. F     4. F     5. T     6. T

C. 1.  several     2. both     3. quite     4. just     5. around     6. whole     7. yet     
8. now     9. after     10. about

D. 1. d)     2. b)     3. a)     4. b)     5. d)     6. b)

E. 1. out     2. for     3. with     4. about     5. back     6. on     7. by     8. from     9. in     10. for

F. 1. conversation     2. message     3. absent     4. voyage     5. precise     6. imagine     
7.contrary     8. board     9. hop

G. absent – present; busy – free; catch – drop; difficult – easy; leave – enter; 
perfect – imperfect; straight – indirectly; sure – unsure; trust – suspect

H. 1. servant     2. secret     3. addition     4. interrupt     5. run     6. doubt     7.whole 

I. Ship: cabin, anchor, sails, mast
 Cook: chef, saucepan, stove, cutlery
 Memory: remind, forget, remember, recall

J. 1.b      2.d      3.c      4.a     5.b  

K. 1. had been talking  (because he was dead)     2. to tell     3. to tell     4. to keep     5. 
preparing

L. 1. imagination     2. conversation     3. precision     4. preparation     5. argument
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Chapter 2

A. 1. Because he didn’t trust Jim to take him to the captain.
 2. It was a warning saying that the captain would be dead by ten o’ clock.
 3. Because the captain was dead and he still owed them money for lodgings.
 4. They wanted Flint’s map that would lead them to the treasure.
 5. He was trampled to death trying to escape from the police.
 6. Because he was looking for pirates as he had heard that a pirate’s ship was 

anchored close to the shore.
 7. The doctor is making the point that the Squire is talkative and might tell 

somebody else about Flint’s map.

B. 1. T     2. F     3. T     4. F     5. F     6. T     7. F     8. F     9. F     10. F

C. 1. after     2. too     3. till     4. still     5. so     6. straight     7. while     8. all     

D. 1. a)     2. c)     3. d)     4. b)     5. b)     6. d)     7. c)     8. a)   

E. 1. in     2. on     3. out     4. away    5. back     6. from      7. of     8. beside 

F. 1. informed     2. grip     3. honest     4. counted     5. fainted     6. bushy     7. packet     
8. precise     9. tongue     10. whispered

G. dirty – clean; strength – weakness; find – lose; afraid – fearless; safe – dangerous;
 bring – take away; open – close; show – hide

H. 1. coin     2. pirate     3. paper     4. spot     5. map     6. furniture     7. funeral

I. Money: coin, note, earn, save, pound
 Hair: straight, curly, wavy, short
 Horses: hooves, saddle, tail

J. 1. c)     2. a)     3. b)     4. b)     5. d)

K. 1. to protest     2. running     3. had already gone     4. was telling     5. were looking 

L. 1. careful     2. deadly     3. invitation     4. busy     5. strong
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Chapter 4

A. 1. Because, even though piracy is a risky business, the rewards are great and they 
will be wealthy when they eventually get back home.

 2. Dick.
 3. Because he was frightened that he might be caught/ seen by one of the seamen.
 4. To find out who of the men do not support Silver and then to attack the pirates 

unexpectedly.
 5. Because the men were tired, irritated and could easily get upset. So, if he had 

given another order, there would probably have been a mutiny.
6. Because Tom knew too much and wasn’t willing to join them.

B. 1. T     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. T     6. T 

C. 1. easy     2. how     3. whenever     4. which     5. like     6. before     7. still     8. exactly     
9. drop     10. honest

D. 1. c)     2. a)     3. d)     4. b)     5. b)     6. d)     7. b)     8. c) 

E. 1. beside     2. back     3. of     4. across     5. without      6. back     7. towards     
8. behind     9. around     10. away

F. 1. treated     2. laughed     3. safe     4. conversation     5. horizon     6. anchor     7. slip     
8. mutiny     9. crutches     10. escape

G. agree – differ; ally – enemy; attack – defend; faithful – disloyal; few – many; 
full – empty; laugh – cry; mad – sane; pull – push

H. 1. marsh     2. imagine     3. horror     4. elbow     5. explain     6. expect     7. task 

I. Containers: barrel, box, can, bottle, carton
 Weapons: pistol, gun, arrow, sword, knife
 Disability Aids: crutch, wheelchair

J.  1. c)     2.  a)     3. c)     4. b)     5. b)

K. 1. like     2. to go     3. haven’t     4. was standing, was cleaning     5. had

L.  1. unexpected     2. exactly     3. irritating      4. unseen     5. distant

Chapter 5

A. 1. He remembered he had a gun on him.
 2. He was marooned there. In other words he was left there with no means of 

escaping.
 3. Yes, he told Jim that he would make him rich.
 4. Because he had sailed with him before.
 5. Because they knew where the treasure was hidden.
 6. He looked after himself and searched for the treasure.
 7. Flint.
 8. Because of the British flag.

B. 1. F     2. F     3. T     4. T     5. F     6. T 

C. 1. alone     2. out     3. too     4. buried     5. find     6. might     7. would     8. after     
9. during     10. locked

D. 1. b)     2. d)     3. a)     4. b)     5. d)     6. c)  

E. 1. around     2. on     3. from     4. in     5. without      6. for     7. over     8. through    
 9. off     10. about

F. 1. canvas     2. punishment     3. kneely     4. patted     5. besides     6. stout     7. reckon     
8. truce     9. conditions

G. add – subtract; brave – coward; break – repair; kind – cruel; lucky – unfortunate; 
remember – forget; stay – depart; strong – weak

H. 1. cannibal     2. cruel     3. marooned     4. flag     5. thunder     6. cannon     7. fend 

I. Walking: run, stroll, stagger, jog, march
 Speaking: whisper, scream, cry
 Gestures: nod, wink, wave
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J.  1. b)     2.  c)     3. a)     4. b)     5. d)

K. 1. had ever heard     2. firing     3. were worried     4. ourselves     5. returning

L.  1. terrifying     2. punishment     3. direction     4. interruption     5. explosion

Chapter 6

A. 1. Two.
 2. He planned to cut the anchor so that the ship would drift to the shore.
 3. Because the ship had gone in the wrong direction and there appeared to be no 

one trying to control it.
 4. The ship hit the boat and sank it.
 5. Israel needed Jim to get ashore and Jim needed Israel to teach him to sail.

B. 1. T     2. T     3. F     4. F     5. F     6. T 

C. 1. as soon as     2. in the end     3. in the beginning     4. whatever    5. when     6. just 
then (suddenly)     7. suddenly / just then     8. of that moment    

D. 1. b)     2. c)     3. d)     4. c)     5. a)     6. c)  

E. 1. on     2. in     3. like     4. of     5. back      6. of     7. out     8. out     9. up     10. through
F. 1. disappeared     2. wounded     3. adrift     4. paddling     5. ashore     6. bandage     

7. squeezed     8. panic     9. pinned

G. cover – uncover; easy – difficult; right – wrong; sink – float; strange – familiar; 
strength – weakness; ready – unprepared; victory – defeat

H. Body: blood, bone, muscle, skin, hair
 Organs: heart, brain, liver, lungs, kidneys
 Senses: touch, smell, hear, taste, see

I.  1. c)     2.  d)     3. a)     4. b)     5. b)

J. 1. could / might     2. was looking     3. the smallest boat     4. but     5. as soon as

K.  1. strategically     2. instantly     3.  instinctively     4. disappearance     5. loading / 
reloading

Chapter 7

A. 1. It was a flesh wound.
 2. Because the ship had gone and there was no way left to leave the island.
 3. If Long John helped him, he would help Long John in court.
 4. Because Flint had left a dead body as a deterrent for some and as a guide for 

others.
 5. So that the doctor and Gray could get ahead and be ready for the ambush..

B. 1. T     2. F     3. F     4. T     5. F     6. T 

C. 1. altogether     2. away     3. look     4. together     5. ready     6. along  

D. 1. a)     2. c)     3. d)     4. b)     5. c)     6. b)  

E. 1. beside     2. off     3. with     4. back     5. out      6. out     7. among     8. on     9. for     
10. off

F. 1. huddled     2. pinch     3. wade     4. peace     5. radiant     6. skeleton     7. compass     
8. tremble     9. tumbled     10. ambush

G. admit – deny; hold – release; lie – stand; light – dark; miss – hit; together – alone;
useless – helpful; part – whole

H. 1. human     2. faint     3. torch     4. beside     5. pocket     6. cheat     7. patient

I. Court: judge, trial, jury, lawer
 Crime Verbs: admit, deny, arrest, accuse, jail
 Take: grab, pocket

J.  1. c)     2.  a)     3. c)     4. c)     5. d)

K. 1. pinned     2. faster     3. all had died     4. either     5. coming

L.  1. overboard     2. frightened     3. judgment     4. bravely     5. terrified
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